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In this book you will be taken inside the art of juggling. Juggling with FinesseÂ is a comprehensive

detailed guide for beginner and expert juggler alike. By breaking the skill of juggling down into

component parts, even those who think themselves uncoordinated can learn to juggle.Â But, this is

not just a book to learn the skill of juggling. You can apply the same principles used in learning

juggling to motivate yourself for success in any endeavor you choose. Read this remarkable book to

discover how you can better understand yourself and gain confidence and control of your life. And,

yes! if is possible to make abundant money as a juggler--you'll learn how. Above all, you will love

your new skill of juggling.Â 
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"Kit Summers teaches us that self-discipline and excellence should be fun. His winning approach to

Juggling with Finesse is a great confidence builder for all of us, regardless of age or status."Dennis

Waitley, AuthorBeing the Best"This thoroughly illustrated guide to the art of juggling is certainly well

done, featuring a complete rundown of basic principles, specific tips on handling rings, clubs, balls

and other items in various configurations and numbers, and stylistic suggestions for putting on a

first-class act."BooklistThe Professional Multimedia Evaluation Service"This text is very effective.

Diagrams, directions, and concise prose will appeal to either the novice juggler or the stimulated

spectator."The Entertainer NewspaperSan Diego

After going through a 37-day coma, I wanted to show people that, although I could not move the



same to juggle as I once did, my knowledge of the skill was still high. Also, the writing and

publishing of this book was sort of my self-prescribed therapy as I was coming back again.

This book is a classic. In the age of YouTube, I would still suggest sitting down with a copy of this

and giving it a proper read through.

Very informative, more than I expected! Would recommend this book to anyone who truly wanted

most if not all the information on how to juggle. AWESOME

This is a fantastic book. It has an extensive variety of material. Do yourself a favor and buy it now!

First I'd like to tell you who Kit Summers is if you don't know, that right there might make you want to

buy the book! I've had some contact with this guy over email. He's like really nice and has alot of

motivation! He has a webpage I forget what it is, but you can look it up. He used to juggle and was

getting into the extremes of juggling like 7 clubs! Then I believe he was hit buy an automobile. He

was I do know in a coma like for a few years. Then he got out of the coma, relearned how to juggle.

Now he teaches a juggling workshop called Juggling With Finesse also. It's a really neat workshop

teaching you how juggling can benefit in so many areas and the truth it can! But, not only that, man

is it addictive! It can benefit musicians, pianists get more grace at the piano, it helps

improve-hand-eye coordinaton, motor vascular skills etc. If a football player learned how to juggle

three footballs don't you think he would get better at catching during the big NFL game? Not only

that it keeps kids out of trouble, relieves stress, the list goes on and on! And his workshop teaches

you how to use juggling to help any profession if you know how to juggle or not. He'll teach you.

Plus if your struggling in a juggling area he will help you with that.Now the book: Well I've only

checked this out of the library a few times I don't own it. But, since I've read it I can review it can't I?

;) It is full of some really good juggling pictures, some of the top jugglers in the business. It is

somewhat outdated however The Raspyni Brothers look so young and the pictures of Anthony

Gatto are like when he was 12. What is he now like 25/26? I believe it was printed sometime in the

late 70's. The many, many pictures of top jugglers is what makes the book go. And there are some

tricks throughout the book quite a few actually of like great diversity, like not just normal stuff

juggling things like umbrellas or doing a billiarball trick. But real simplicity descriptions of how to do

it, I really think you must have some knowledge of juggling and know how to juggle somewhat. But,

because of that it is worth a buy for the countless great pictures and the countless of normal and not



so normal ideas. Give it a try!

Kit Summers' book is perhaps the most comprehensive juggling book out there. However, while it

contains photos and brief explanations of tricks, it lacks detailed, step-by-step instruction. A

beginner or accomplished juggler can read about what can be attained with practice, but how to get

there, he must leave up to his own devices. I am a seven ball, five club juggler and use the book as

a wonderful reference tool; however, for instuction and guidence, books such as Charles Dancey's

Encylopedia of Ball Juggling, Dick Franco's Three Ball Digest or Martin Probert's Four Ball Juggling

as essential.

Kit Summer's Book "Juggling With Finesse" covers all aspects of Juggling, Balance, and

Manipulation. Included are simple through advanced patterns for ball, club, and ring juggling as well

as plate spinning, team juggling, club swinging, booking your act, and much, much more. I think that

jugglers of all ages and skill levels will find this book to be extremely helpful.
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